Long Term Overview

Class: Maple (EYFS)

Autumn 1
Topic
WOW/ Trip /
Final Event

Subject Focus
(main areas in
red)

Autumn 2

Literacy

Spring 2

Summer 1

Summer 2

The Egyptians

Food Glorious Food

Pirates

Under the Sea

Food art/ tasting
Supermarket Visit
Cooking Day

Treasure chest mystery
Pirate dress up day

Birmingham Sea Life Centre
Beach Party

ART/DT
Making a treasure chest

ART
Under the sea window
Collages
Linked to “Rainbow Fish”

COMPUTING
Internet Safety – choices
& help
Basic skills – turning
on/off, mouse control,
typing

Familiar Stories
(home and school, We’re
Going on a Bear Hunt)

ART/DT
Egyptian jewellery
Egyptian style artwork
Making paper
Christmas
decorations/cards/
wrapping paper
Nativity Display

Labels and Captions
Information Texts
(Egyptian)

Alliteration
Labels and Captions

SPAG

Spring 1

Date: 2016/17

Walk around Chesterton
Egyptian Dance Day (beginning of T2) Egyptian Dress up
Nativity Performance
PSED
People that help us
All about us
School/home safety
Crossing the road
Harvest and Water Aid
research
HISTORY
Past and present life
ART
comparison
Self‐portraits and painting
Facts about Ancient
people that help us
Egyptian life

GEOGRAPHY
Local study ‐ Classroom/
home/ school maps
Chesterton village
World maps/ travelling
Egyptian landscape and
comparisons to UK

Text
Types

Teacher: Mrs Leonard

Letter Formation &
Handwriting

Letters to Santa/ Christmas
cards

Tricky & HFW words

GEOGRAPHY
Look at a selection of foods
and how they get to our
kitchens
ART
Still life drawings
Vegetable/ fruit printing
PSED
How does Fairtrade help
people?
SCIENCE
Plant life cycles
Growing cress
Food investigations –
melting/ freezing

Reports
Information Texts
(How Did The Get in my
Lunchbox)
Narratives
(Handa’s Surprise)
How words can combine to
make sentences

nd

World Book Day 2 March
– Book Week activities
SCIENCE
Food groups
Healthy/ Unhealthy
comparisons
COMPUTING
Recipes ‐ film making and
e‐books
DT
Design and make a packet
for food
Making healthy food
snacks/ Recipes (linked to
Computing)

Poetry
(Tasty Poems, Unhappy
Grocery Rhyme)
Instructions
(Cook Me a Story)
Narratives
(VHC, Vegetable Glue,
Oliver’s…)
Capital letters & full stops
to demarcate sentences

HISTORY
Famous pirates/Grace
Darling
History of transport
COMPUTING
Beebots ‐ programming
SCIENCE
Floating and Sinking
investigation

Character descriptions
(Pirates)
Setting descriptions
(Stormy sea)

Letter Formation &
Handwriting

COMPUTING
Sea creatures research,
typing skills and digital art
SCIENCE
Sorting and describing
different materials
Animal classification

Fantasy Stories
(Rainbow Fish)
Poetry
(10 things in a … pocket)
Recounts (end of year
reflection)
Joining words & joining
clauses using ‘and’

Addition & Subtraction

Number & Place Value

Maths

Discrete Units

Music

Measurement: Height &
Length
Geometry: Position &
Direction
Musical Focus: Beat and
tempo Move sing and play
sounds to a steady beat
and at different speeds
Explore body sounds and
sing familiar songs

Number & Place Value
Geometry: Shape and
Pattern

Musical Focus: Singing for
Christmas performance

Statistics: Tally Charts &
Pictograms
Multiplication, Division &
Fractions

Musical Focus: Timbre
Explore and control a variety
of ways of making sounds to
accompany a story

Are some foods special?
Look at the kinds of food
eaten at celebrations; look
at the foods connected
with Jewish festivals e.g.
Rosh Hashanah, Pesach,
Simchat Torah and Kosher
food.

Does an Easter garden
need a cross?
Look for cross symbols,
make and design crosses,
make Easter gardens, read
the Easter story, discuss
other things that are
special at Easter – hot
cross buns and other
symbols that are
connected with Easter.
Focus on why the cross is
special.

What should we celebrate
together?
Explore Birthdays, Diwali,
Chanukah, Guy Fawkes,
Purim and Harvest etc.
Think about why celebrating
together is better than
celebrating alone.

What do people believe
about the beginning of the
world?
Read creation stories, create
their own world, and listen to
music, “wow” walk to inspire
questions about creation,
care for some plants or
animals.

PE
(all
teacher
led)

Dance (movement and
sequences)
‐ Egyptian dances inspired
by WOW visit

Gymnastics (balances,
jumping and rolling)
‐ Using equipment and
mats

SEAL – New beginnings

SEAL – Getting on and
falling out

SEAL – Going for goals

British Values – The rule of
law

Addition & Subtraction
Measurement: Time
Musical Focus: Texture
Exploring sounds and
performing them singly and
in combination. Creating
sound sequences

Team games (movement
and spatial awareness)
‐ Using space safely and
moving in different ways
‐ The importance of
warming up and cooling
down

Harvest – being thankful/
Thinking of others

Geometry: Shape and Pattern
Money

Musical Focus: Structure
Accompany songs with
repeating patterns using
body percussion and
instruments

RE

PSHCE

Measurement: Weight

Measurement: Capacity

Musical Focus: High and
low Sing high and low
notes, develop listening
skills through matching
movement to pitch

Is the word “God” special?
Find out about special
things, how they are
treated, whether everyone
has the same ideas about
what is special, interview a
vicar or a rabbi about why
God is special to them,
design a VIP, make a box of
the things that are most
special to them.

Why do Christians
perform nativity plays?
Explore the person of
Jesus, design a scene,
dressing up, acting nativity
plays and Christmas
stories. Think about the
impact of watching
something rather than
reading it.

Multiplication, Division &
Fractions

Ball skills ‐ Rolling and
bouncing
‐ Using bean bags, large
and small balls

May Pole Dancing
‐ Simple ribbon sequence
Ball skills ‐ Throwing &
Catching
‐ With a partner, in small
groups and in team games

SEAL – Good to be me

SEAL – Relationships

British Values ‐ Democracy

British Values – Mutual
respect

British Values – Individual
liberty

Seasons Display – Winter
snow/ice

Seasons Display – Spring
flowers

Athletics/Sports Day Practise
‐ Track and field events
‐ Running, jumping, throwing
Team Games – kick rounders,
relay games

SEAL ‐ Changes

Seasons Display – Autumn
Leaf art – crowns, printing,
clay leaves
Outdoor
Learning

Weather – comparisons
between UK and Egypt,
seasonal changes
Map Skills – school

Seasons Display – Winter
inspired
Construction – building
dens/ shelters
Christmas decorations –
pine cones

Seasons Display – Summer
weather
Team Building

Freezing (linked to
Science), frost drawings

Gardening – weeding and
planting fruit and veg

Gardening – planting
sunflowers

Seasons Display – Summer
Insects
Gardening – picking fruit and
veg

